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‘INVASION’ 

 

By Jon Hayes 

 

PAGE 1 

 

1. In a vast dank cavern that looks to be grown from flesh rather than hewn from stone, a 

jellylike hand runs a WHETSTONE down a wicked looking curved blade. Sparks fly from the 

razor sharp edge and cast odd shadows in the darkness that reveal almost nothing about the 

cave itself other than its size. Moisture drips in the darkness.  

 

CAP: What is an army without an enemy?  

 

F/X: DRIP. DRIP.  

 

2. A close up of the terrifying face of the creature; it’s clearly alien, covered in jelly-like skin 

that sloughs off it in waves that puddle round it’s neck. One side of the alien creature’s face 

is disfigured by a complex web of ceremonial scars and huge tusks, one broken off halfway 

down, jut from its savage looking mouth. Diamond hard eyes glare out, angry.  

 

CAP: What am I without a foe? I was forged in war as were we all. I am Ahini and I lead. 

 

F/X: DRIP. DRIP.  

 

3. A big image that covers a third of a page. A giant battle fought hand to hand amongst 

huge cone-shaped outgrowths that tower above the combatants, who fight hand to hand in 

the valleys between them.  

 

One army is vastly outnumbered and is composed of jelly-like warriors, people similar to Ahini 

equipped with curved blades. They fight tall spindly creatures whose globular bodies hang 

suspended between long thin legs, which end in wicked curved blades.  

 

A younger Ahini is centre stage, in the midst of the carnage and his facial scar is less 

complex, his body less gnarled, but it’s recognisably him. He hacks through the legs of a 

spindly creature, his face distorted with blood-lust, his eyes glazed and Zealot-like.  

The savagery of the jelly-like warriors is horrifying and it should feel like the bloodiest day of 

Thermopylae re-imagined by Francis Bacon.  
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AHINI: TAXA! TAXA! 

 

CAP: I was at the Glossus Pass when we smashed the Rekoni devils and took their lands.  

 

4. Ahini kneels as before a heavily scarred Jelly-like warrior in the stinking quiet of the 

aftermath. Bodies lay all around, stacked like firewood. Blood pools underfoot and a small 

honour guard carrying banners surround Ahini as the old warrior uses a SEVERED REKONI 

CLAW to cut a new scar into Ahini’s face. 

 

OLD WARRIOR: From the blood of our enemies you are re-born. 

 

CAP: Then, this world of Corpus was full of enemies to conquer. 

 

5. The Taxa army charges en-masse towards some unseen enemy, banners fluttering in the 

breeze, their curved swords catching the red-tinged light. At the very head is Ahini.  

 

ALL: TAXA. TAXA. TAXA. 

 

PAGE 2. 

 

1. A flash flood of thick viscous liquid thunders down a network of vast twisting passages, 

strange ship that look as if they’ve been carved from bone hurtle out of control down the 

passage on the crest of the leading wave. Familiar figures fight on the decks of the ship their 

enemy’s new unfamiliar horrors.  

 

CAP: We purified the Auris canals. 

 

2. Ahini stands on a rocky outcropping that hangs half buried in a soft, diaphanous wall 

looking out over a bizarre landscape composed of huge chambers that flex and billow in a 

powerful gale. His warriors swoop from chamber to chamber on gliders, fighting winged 

creatures that cam like birds. 

 

BATTLE CRY: TAXA. TAXA. 

 

CAP: After Auris I was placed in command of our armies.  

 

WIND F/X: WHOOSH.  
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3. Close Up. Ahini smiles, his ceremonial scar wrinkling and catching the light.  

 

CAP: Under my lead we conquered all before us.  

 

4. Ahini strides through a cavern populated by his army, his head bowed. Soldiers slouch on 

the floor drinking. Several play games. One picks his nose. Their banners lay against the wall 

their forgotten swords piled haphazardly here and there. The pervading feeling is one of 

boredom.  

 

CAP: After eight hundred Yenari all of Corpus is under my hand.   

 

5. Ahini stands surrounded by his advisors in a small dank chamber, which is decorated with 

the preserved severed heads of his conquered enemies; Rekoni, Auris and many others. Ahini 

looks angry as one of the advisors shrugs his shoulders. Another leans forward, amplifying 

whatever the first advisor is saying.  

 

SHRUGGING ADVISOR: General, we have scoured the world, but none now live who are not 

Taxa.  

 

LEANING ADVISOR: What are your orders, General? 

 

CAP: We had been too successful.  

 

PAGE 3. 

 

1. Ahini sits on the floor his head bowed over an immense, ornately printed book. It’s so 

large it’s bigger than he is.  

 

CAP: Fr forty days and forty nights I pondered our most sacred texts searching for an 

answer.  

 

2. Close Up. Ahini’s face lights up with happiness; an idea pinging into his head that’s so 

perfect it drags an innocent smile from his horribly gnarled face.  

 

AHINI: The God’s bless me…I have it! 
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3. Ahini stands atop a podium on one of the cone-like growths that cover the Glossus Plain. 

Taxa banners flutter in the air. He looks down at the vast assembled Taxa army who stand 

beneath him. Troop ships that look as if they’ve been carved from bone are scattered at 

regular intervals amongst the troops.  

 

AHINI: Glorious hordes of Taxa hear me. Hidden in the texts was a great secret; our race did 

not originate in this world, but came as invaders from another. Like our ancestors we to shall 

hurl ourselves across the void and find new worlds to conquer! 

 

ARMY: TAXA! TAXA! TAXA! 

 

(Note to letterer: the Taxa battle cry should be deafening.) 

 

4. Close Up. Ahini sits at the controls of one of the Troop ships and speaks into a carved bone 

Microphone. 

 

AHINI: FIRE THE CHARGES! 

 

5. This image should be huge. A VAST EXPLOSION detonates behind a swarm of troop ships, 

which are so numerous they blot out the cavern around them. The pressure wave of the 

explosion shoots the swarm of troop ships forward at an incredible rate. 

 

CAP: We are Taxa, born to conquer. 

 

PAGE 4. 

 

1. This should be big, about half a page; a packed London Underground tube train at the 

peak of the rush hour. A sickly looking business man unleashes a huge SNEEZE. The sneeze 

impacts on the half dozen or so people squashed up next to him. The closest commuter to 

him wears a pair of SPECTACLES.  

 

SNEEZING MAN: AATCHO! 

 

2. Close up of Ahini’s flagship. He’s pressed back into his chair by the vast acceleration. His 

jell-like folds that normally pool round his neck are pulled back behind him by the 

acceleration. His teeth are bared in a defiant snarl.  

 

AHINI: BLOODY NORA! 
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3. The spectacle wearing commuter catches a blast of sneeze full in the face and recoils in 

disgust.  

 

SPECTACLE COMMUTER: Oh, I say! 

 

4. A really extreme close up of one lens of the commuters spectacles, his insanely enlarged 

eye and part of his face visible behind it. Tiny little flecks of what could be bone, but look a 

bit like snot, dot the surface of the lens. A microscopic battle cry is just audible from the 

impacted sneeze on the lens.  

 

TINY BATTLE CRY: TAXA. TAXA. TAXA. TAXA.  

 

CAP: Which is why you should always carry a handkerchief.  

 

 

 


